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Activists fail to inspire Hong Kong short sellers 

Wednesday, July 5th 2017 

Despite a slew of recently released activist short reports, 
average short selling across the constituents of Hong Kong’s 

HSI index has fallen to the lowest level in nearly two years 

 Average shorts across the HSI index fell by a third ytd to 1.5% of free float 

 Recent short targets AAC and Man Wah have seen sustained short covering 

 High convictions shorts Evergrande and Great Wall turn against short sellers 

 

Observers could be forgiven for thinking that Hong Kong has turned into a free for all 

for short sellers after witnessing the seemingly never ending stream of activist short 

campaigns have targeted the territory’s listed stocks over recent weeks. Markit 

Securities Finance data shows this is far from being the case given that the average 

borrow activity across constituents of the Hong Kong’s reference HSI index has failed 

to rise despite recent developments. In fact the opposite looks to be happening 

given that the average demand to borrow shares of the index’s constituents has 

recently fallen below 1.5% of freely traded shares for the first time in nearly two 

years. This milestone was possible due to the fact that shorts have covered a third of 

their positions on average since the start of the year. 
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This relentless covering only leaves one company with a short interest representing 

more than 10% of its free float, food conglomerate Want Want China. Even this may 

not hold for long however given that Want Want short sellers have covered a quarter 

of their positions year to date to take their interest in the company to the lowest in 

over two years.     

New short reports fail to convince shorts 

Activists have done little to change this newfound status quo given that AAC 

Technologies, the one HSI constituent to have been targeted by activist shorts in 

recent weeks, has a relatively low 4.2% of its free float out on loan. Short sellers 

were initially willing to follow Gotham Research’s advice after it accused AAC of 

artificially inflating its profit margin back in early June. This faith looks to have 

eroded in the however, as the latest demand to borrow AAC shares is less than half 

of the levels seen in the days immediately following the release of the Gotham 

report. 

 

 

Carson Block of Muddy Waters has seen an equally lukewarm reception when he 

went public with a short in sofa manufacturer Man Wah Holdings. The firm saw short 

sellers borrow over 15% of the company’s free float immediately following the 

Muddy Waters report. As with AAC, this proved equally fleeting given that demand to 

borrow Man Wah shares has since fallen to less than a quarter of its post report high. 
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The rapid covering experienced by both firms looks to have been a prudent move 

given that their share price went on to recover the majority of the slump 

experienced in the immediate aftermath of the reports coming to light. Whether 

Gotham or Muddy Waters get proven right in the end remains to be seen however 

short sellers seem to be taking a cautious approach for now. 

Short sellers could be excused for taking this cautious stance given that shorting 

Hong Kong stock has been a relatively tricky game of late after two of Hong Kong’s 

most high conviction shorts, China Evergrande and Great Wall Motor, have quickly 

turned against them in recent weeks. The former of the two was especially painful 

for shorts as they now sit on a $600m paper loss after the real estate developer’s 

shares unexpectedly doubled after it announced that it was paying off its debt and 

listing some its assets in mainland China. 
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